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ACIDS AND BASES
Recall questions: - Read the questions below and make a note of your answers.

1. What did Vinegar and baking powder taste like- how would you describe them? Out 
of Vinegar and baking powder which was the acid and which was the base?

2. What happened when you tested each of these with the red cabbage water?

3. What colour is for acid and what colour is for a base? 

4. What happens if the item is not an acid or a base but in between this? This would 
make it neutral. What type of substances do you think might be neutral in nature?

Book work:  - On a new page I would like you to write up the experiment for making red 
cabbage indicator. (You can look for some new lettering for the title of this page or use the 
lettering ideas below to help and inspire you):  below is an example for you to use and 
follow.

Red Cabbage pH Indicator  Experiment
Materials

Red cabbage, boiling water, a jug, sieve and pan, knife (mixer if you have one), 
vinegar and bicarbonate of soda.

Method

I chopped etc

Observations

I observed that vinegar made the mixture turn……… and baking powder made 
the mixture…… (add your observations about doing this experiment).

Discussion 

The red cabbage juice was reacting to the acids and bases in the food and 
changing colour……..(add your extra comments).

You can use diagrams in your materials and method of the results of using vinegar and 
baking power. 

Do not forget to use headings for when you describe your OBSERVATIONS 



New Activity 

You are going to use you your cabbage water saved from yesterday (you can make more if 
needed) to test different food items. 

1. Prepare a line of glasses or jam jars, preferably something that will not be needed 
today so you can keep them for a day or so. You can clean out glass ware if needed 
but if you can line up between 5 and 10 glasses or jars you can make a line of 
coloured jars going form pink to purple and blue/green as a display.

2. Pour some cabbage water into each and then test your different items form the list 
below that you may have. Make a table of the results in your Main Lesson book 
(template below)

Record the result in a table:

Lemon juice

Sour milk and or milk

Soap shavings

Distilled water

Alcoholic spirits

Coffee and tea

Drinks such as coca cola

Washing powder

Wood ash (perhaps still in place from before half term))

White cabbage juice (from cooking it)

Table salt

Juice from other fruits citric or other such as apple juice

Tomato juice

Milk of magnesia (this is used as a medicine) or indigestion tablets if you have them.

 Have fun testing these substances, and maybe take a picture of your colourful display 

Also colour in this scale showing the colour change from most acidic to most 
alkaline.

Most
Acidic

Neutral Most
Alkaline
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Table for each of the items with colour and notes – please copy to ML book

Item Colour in red cabbage water Acid or base? notes


